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ABSTRACT
Automatic classification of web pages is an effective way to facilitate the process
of retrieving information from the Internet. Currently, two major classification methods
are used in this area: keyword-based classification and sense-based classification. For
keyword-based classification, keywords often have different semantic meanings, and the
correct keyword matching is largely based on using exactly the same keywords. Thus, the
classification results of keyword-based classification are not always satisfying. Many
sense-based classification algorithms and systems have been presented, but they pay little
attention to the relationship between senses. In this dissertation, we present a method to
automatically classify documents based on the meanings of words and the relationships
between groups of meanings or concepts. The classification algorithm builds on the word
sense structures provided by a lexical database, which not only arranges words into
groups of synonyms, but also arranges these groups of synonyms into hierarchies that
represent the relationships between concepts.
Another problem with current classification systems is that most of them ignore
the conflict between the fixed number of categories and the growing number of
documents being added to the system. To address this problem, a category-based
clustering method is developed to automatically extract a new category from a category
that needs to be split. A category may be divided when the number of documents in the
category is larger than a predefined size.

iii
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IV

Experimental results show that the semantic hierarchy classification algorithm
increases the classification accuracy by 13% compared to existing sense-based
classification algorithms. The category-based clustering algorithm achieves a higher
quality cluster than other existing methods that do not use category information.
Combining the automatic classification based on word meanings and the dynamic
addition of new categories based on clustering, we develop a new system to meet the
current and future needs of a growing Internet.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation
Today, the World Wide Web is growing rapidly [Galena 2000], but most Internet
documents do not have a logical organization [Prasad 1999], which inevitably makes
retrieving information difficult considering the number of documents on the web. The
need for a fast way to select information in which we are interested becomes increasingly
urgent. Assistance in retrieving documents on the web is provided by two kinds of tools:
search engines and classified directories [Chandra et al. 1997].
Search engines allow keyword-based searches on the content of large collections
of web documents. The weak points of current search engines are that they support only
keyword search and the search returns a list of pages that includes a given set of
keywords (or phrases). Most queries return a long list of pages, most of which are
irrelevant and all of which include the given keywords. Some search engines, such as
Yahoo [Yahoo] and Google [Google], offer “advanced search” tools to their users, yet the
precision rate of these advanced searches is still not satisfying as reported in USA Today
[2002],
In order to address problems, Yahoo [Yahoo] and Lycos [Lycos] use a manual
classified directories method which organizes web pages into a category tree structure. A

1
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search using a classified directory is very convenient and usually leads the user to the set
of documents he or she is seeking, but existing classified directories cover only a small
fraction of the web. This limited coverage stems from the slow rate of web page
classification by human labor.
Current manual classification of web pages, such as the one used by Yahoo, is not
able to keep up with the rapid growth of the Internet. First, manual classification is slow
and costly as it relies on skilled manpower. Second, the consistency of categorization is
hard to maintain, as different people might have different classification standards based
on their own experiences. Finally, the task of defining the categories is difficult and
subjective, as new categories emerge continuously from many domains. Considering all
these problems, the need for automatic classification becomes increasingly important.
Automatic text document classification is the task of assigning a text document to
the most relevant category or several relevant categories by using computers. Formally,
as found in Choi and Yao [2004], let C = {ci, ..., cm} be a set of predefined categories,
and D = {di, ..., dn} be a set of text documents that need to be classified. The task of text
document classification is then transformed to approximate an unknown assignment
function that maps D x C to a set of real numbers. Each number in the set is a measure
representing the relationship of the document to the category and is used to determine the
related categories for the document. A text document might belong to more than one
category, depending on the definition and distinction of the category information.
In order for a machine to calculate the measure value for the relationship of a
document to a category, the document and category should be represented in a machinecomprehensible format. This format is called document representation. Choosing the
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right document representation is one of the most important issues in text classification,
because other operations, such as text learning and classification algorithm, are
developed based on the representation. The bag-of-words representation in Koller and
Sahami [1998] and Liang [1995] is a document representation that represents a document
in a vector form. Each object in a vector is a word taken from the document along with
the number of occurrences of the word in the document. This document representation is
simple yet limited because it uses a word as the basic unit. Many experiments have been
done to improve the performance by using a better document representation. For example,
Mladenic [1998] extends the bag-of-words to the bag-of-phrases representation, which
uses word sequences instead of single words as the basic unit. Chan [1999] also suggests
that using phrases is a better choice than using words.
The bag-of-words or bag-of-phrases representation has two major problems. The
first problem is that it counts word occurrence and fails to consider the fact that a word
may have different meanings (or senses) in different documents or even in the same
document. For example, the word “bank” may have at least two different senses, as in the
“Bank” of America or the “bank” of the Mississippi River. However, using a bag-ofwords representation, these two instances of “bank” are treated as if they are the same
word. The second major problem lies in the fact that, occasionally, related documents
may not share the same keywords, so those two related documents cannot be recognized
as belonging to the same category.
The idea of changing a basic unit from word spelling to word meaning opens a
new area in text classification, which is sense-based text classification. Recently, many
sense-based text classification methods, as seen in Scott and Matwin [1998], Hsu and
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Lang [1999] and Attardi et al. [1999], have been implemented, yet these methods do not
make the most use of the semantic relations between the senses from a document.
Another problem with current classification systems is that most of them ignore
the conflict between the fixed number of categories and the growing number of
documents being added to the system. Most of the existing classification systems today
put all their efforts on the document representation and classification algorithm in order
to improve the accuracy of the classification and ignore the fact that the setting of
predefined categories will also affect the classification performance. As the number of
documents that need to be classified and stored in a defined category grows, the diversity
of the documents will inevitably cause the original category to expand into subcategories
more clearly defined for those documents. Generating additional categories in a
predefined category hierarchy is called category expansion.

1.2 Contributions
In this dissertation, we present a new sense-based classification called a semantic
hierarchy classification system. We suggest that the structure of the semantic
relationships between senses is an important issue in sense-based classification and
present a new semantic hierarchy representation (SHR) to describe the category and the
documents that need to be classified. The document representation not only arranges
keywords of a document into groups of synonyms, but also arranges these groups of
synonyms into hierarchies that represent the relationships between concepts.

The system is also capable of creating new categories to solve the conflict
between the fixed number of categories and the growing number of documents being
added to the system with the help of the category-based clustering method. Different
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from normal clustering, we use a new measure, which is called the category-based
clustering score, to describe the relationship between every pair of documents in a
category needing expansion. The measure considers the similarity between two
documents as well as the similarities of each of the documents to the category
information.
The category-based clustering method provides a new way of combining text
classification and clustering, which are tightly related in the information retrieval area.
This method changes the idea of using clustering before classification and indicates that
classification can also help clustering for some special purposes.

1.3 System Overview
This classification system can be divided into three parts (Figure 1.1): category
description construction (Chapter 3), document classification (Chapter 4), and category
expansion (Chapter 5).
In category description construction, we use the senses of category names and
enrich them with semantically related senses in WordNet, which is a lexicon database
providing sense mapping for words as well as semantic relations between senses in a tree
structure. The keywords in the explanations of these senses are also used for the category
description by turning them into senses. We assign a probability to each of the senses
mentioned above and link these senses by using a recursive function to propagate the
probabilities from the leaf node to the root, capturing the semantic relations between the
senses. The resulting distribution of the probabilities of senses forms the semantic
hierarchy representation.

The last step of this process is capturing the hierarchy
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information of the category by applying the propagation function on the category
hierarchy.
In document classification, we present a new text learning method to extract
keywords from each of the documents that needs to be classified. Then, keywords are
mapped to senses with the help of WordNet. After choosing the right sense for each of
the keywords and calculating the probability of each sense in a document, we convert
each of the documents to the semantic hierarchy representation format and adapt a
classification algorithm based on the document representation to assign each document to
a category in the predefined category hierarchy.
In category expansion, we calculate the category-based clustering score for each
pair of documents in a category that needs to be expanded. We treat this score as an edge
between two nodes representing the two documents. Then, a maximum spanning tree
algorithm is applied on all these nodes to form a cluster, which is considered to be the
new category.

1.4 Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, we
outline related techniques that have been previously used. Then, we present the semantic
hierarchy classification system in detail in the subsequent three chapters. The category
description construction part is discussed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we describe sensebased document classification algorithm. In Chapter 5, we continue discussing category
expansion and describe a category-based clustering method for this purpose. Then, in
Chapter 6, we provide the testing and performance analysis for our sense-based
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classification system. Finally, we provide a conclusion and future research directions in
Chapter 7.
Category Description Construction Part

Document Classification Part
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Documents
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Figure 1.1 System Overview
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED RESEARCH

The work on this dissertation is related to areas of text data processing,
information retrieval, text clustering, and document classification. In this chapter,
background information on these areas is provided, and some existing solutions from
each area are presented.

2.1 Text Learning
Text learning is a machine-learning method on text data that also combines
information retrieval techniques and is often used as a tool to extract the true content of
text data. The product of any text learning process is a machine-readable form of a given
document, which is called its document representation.
A common and widely used document representation in the information retrieval
and text learning area is the bag-of-words text document representation, the idea of which
is found in Koller and Sahami [1998] and Lang [1995]. One of the drawbacks of this
document representation is that word order and text structure are ignored. Therefore, a
great deal of the information from the original document is lost. The result is that the text
is rendered incoherent to humans in order to make it coherent to a machine-learning
algorithm. The process of obtaining this document representation is simple. Each word
in the document is extracted, and the number of occurrences is counted. After all words

8
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and numbers of occurrences of each word are available, another step can be conducted,
namely, calculating the probability for each word in the text document. This step is
optional, depending on different requirements. Then, a data structure in a vector form is
used to contain all these words, each of which has an associated number of occurrences
(or probability) for this word. This vector is then regarded as the document representation
for the text document. Figure 2.1 shows a sample from the bag-of-words document
representation of a short text presented by Choi and Yao [2004],
2
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Figure 2.1 A Sample from the Bag-of-Words
Many experiments have been done to improve the performance of the text
document representation. For example, Mladenic [1998] extended the bag-of-words
representation to a bag-of-features representation. She defined the features of a text
document as a word or a word sequence. Chan [1999] also suggested that using word
sequences other than single words is a better choice. The goal of using word sequences as
features is to preserve the information left out of the bag-of-words. This representation,
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which is also called “feature vector representation” in Chan [1999], uses a feature vector
to capture the characteristics of the document by an “n-gram” feature selection, which
extracts word sequences with i consecutive words from the entire document during the ith run, and the range of i is from 1 to n. A 3-gram feature selection in the following
sample text:
“Searching the World Wide Web”
will be done in three runs. The first run extracts five words: “searching,” “the,” “World,”
“Wide,” and “Web.” The second run will extract two consecutive words such as
“searching the,” “the World,” “World Wide,” “Wide Web.” The last run will extract three
words: “searching the World,” “the World Wide” and “World Wide Web.” The
experiments of Mladenic [1998] show that features with two or three words occur most
often among all features of different lengths in the Yahoo documents of a 5-gram
selection.
In text learning, if the document is represented by a vector of feature values,
selecting the essential features and eliminating less useful features becomes a major issue.
The usage o f n-gram feature selection actually enriches the dimension of the feature
vector even further. As seen in the example of the previous paragraph, a word sequence
with five words provides 13 features after a 3-gram feature selection. The high number
of features will inevitably increase the complexity and calculation needed so that the
whole process may slow down dramatically. Thus, methods to reduce the number of
features have been explored.
The most frequently used methods to reduce the number of features are
“stopping” and “stemming.” The idea of “stopping” is to eliminate those common words
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that occur often and mean little, such as articles or prepositions. The idea of “stemming,”
on the other hand, is to use a language-specific algorithm to find the same semantic root
of different words, as in the example “compute” and “computes,” which are considered to
be the same feature.
Other approaches used to reduce the number of features, such as those described
in Yang and Pedersen [1997], do not depend on language itself. They use a feature
scoring measure in order to select only the informative features. The feature scoring
method is commonly used in selecting important features when text learning is performed.
Yang and Pedersen further compare five measures of feature selection in text
categorization on similar bag-of-words document representations. They point out that,
even if we eliminate most of the features of the feature vector, the experimental results
are similar to those using a large subset of the entire feature vector. In addition, by
applying simple frequency of feature after “stopping,” Yang and Pedersen achieve very
good results in classification accuracy. Mladenic [1998] has tested eleven different kinds
of measures in the Yahoo database and has confirmed these findings.

By her

experimental results, Mladenic also suggests that the Odds ratio, because of its capability
of “favoring features characteristic for positive examples,” outperforms other measures in
scoring features.

2.3 Classification Algorithms
For text classification, the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF)
method is often used. TFIDF document representation represents each document as a
vector in the space of words that are taken from training documents. The term frequency
TF(fi ,D oc) of a word f in a document Doc is calculated by counting the number of
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occurrences o f . Let T be the total number of documents and DF(fj) be the number of
documents having the word f , the inverse document frequency of a word f , denoted by
IDFff), is calculated by

IDHf)

=Los

T

Then the document is represented by a vector

with each item calculated asV(i) = T F {fi,D oc)ID F{fj). Based on this document vector
model, the similarity between vectors is calculated by the cosine of the angle between
two vectors for the purpose of classification [Salton and Buckley 1988].
The TFIDF is extended by Joachimes [1997] who analyzed the TFIDF classifier
in a probabilistic way based on the implicit assumptibn that the TFIDF classifier is as
explicit as the naive Bayes classifier. He proposed the PrTFIDF classifier by combining
the probabilistic technique from statistic pattern recognition into the simple TFIDF
classifier. The classifier optimizes the parameter selection in TFIDF and reduces the error
rate by 40%, as reported in Joachimes [1997].
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have shown good performance on different
classification problems, and most recently, they have been used on text classification as
seen in Joachims [1998], Dumais et al. [1998], Yang and Liu [1999], Sun et al. [2002],
and Dewdney et al. [2001]. The classifier uses a structural risk minimization principle
from computational learning theory, which can be found in Vapnik [1995] and Cortes and
Vapnik [1995]. A text classification algorithm, which takes advantage of the hierarchical
structure o f categories, is reported in Choi and Peng [2004], Other related classification
methods can also be found in Choi and Yao [2004],
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2.3 WordNet Database
In sense-based text classification, one of the important processes is mapping a
word to corresponding senses. WordNet, developed by Princeton University, is an online
lexicon database that can serve as a bridge from words to senses. The initial idea of
WordNet, found in Miller [1990], Miller et al. [1990], and Beckwith [1990], was to
change the classic way of searching dictionaries. Other than looking up a lexicon by the
alphabet, WordNet provides a way to search dictionaries by the meaning of the lexicon.
The latest version of the WordNet database found in WordNet Search [2.0] offers a
simple interface that provides users the related senses to the input word. Figure 2.2 shows
the search result after a user submits a search query for the word “love” to the database.
The search result shows the senses of the word with a clear definition and
explanation for each sense. These senses are ordered so that the sense with the highest
position will be the most commonly used one in a certain language.
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WordNet 2. 0 Search
Search word: |

Firi

Overview fo r "love"
The noun "love" has 6 sen ses in WordNet.
1. l o v e — (a strong p o s it iv e emotion o f regard and a ffe c tio n ; "his lo v e fo r h is
work"; " ch ild ren need a lo t o f love")
2. lo v e , p a ssio n — (any o b ject o f warm a f f e c t io n or devotion; "the th e a te r was her
f i r s t love" or "he has a p a ssio n fo r cock fig h tin g " ;)
3. beloved, dear, d earest, loved one,
honey, lo v e — (a beloved person; used as
terms o f endearment)
4. l o v e — (a deep f e e lin g o f sexual d e sir e and a ttr a c tio n ; " th eir lo v e l e f t them
in d iffe r e n t to th e ir surroundings"; "she was h is f i r s t love")
5. lo v e — (a score o f zero in te n n is or squash; " it was 40 love")
6. sexual lo v e, lovemaking, making love, lo v e , lo v e l i f e — (sexual a c t i v i t i e s
(o fte n in clu d in g sexual in te r c o u rse) between two people; "his lovemaking d isg u sted
her"; "he hadn t had any lo v e in months"; "he has a very com plicated lo v e lif e " )
Search fo r (Synonyms, ordered by estimated frequency^] 0f sen ses J
F Show g lo s s e s
I" Show con textu al help
Search I

Figure 2.2 Senses for the Word “Love” in WordNet 2.0
The basic unit in WordNet is called a synonym set or synset. Each synset consists
of a list of synonymous word forms. A word form in WordNet can be a single word or
two or more words connected by underscores. According to the part of speech, all the
synsets in the WordNet database are divided into several classes: nouns, verbs, adjectives,
and adverbs. In each class, the synsets are organized by some semantic relations. Some of
the relations used to construct the WordNet database are listed below:
Antonym: The “not-a” semantic relation, which refers to the synset with opposite
meaning. This relation is symmetric. For example, goodness is the antonym of badness,
and vice versa.
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Hyponym / Hypernym: The “is-a” semantic relation or subset/superset relation.
Hyponym is transitive and asymmetrical, comparable to the parent and child node in a
tree structure. For example, economics is a hyponym of social science, but social science
is a hypernym of economics.
Meronym / Holonym: The “has-a” relation. If the sentence “y has a part x” is
meaningful, then x is the meronym of y and y is the holonym of x. For example, table has
a row, then row is the meronym of table and table is the holonym of row.
The relationship that interests us here is the hypemym-hyponym relation between
nouns. One synset is a hypernym of another if it covers a more general meaning. For
example, science is a hypernym of natural science and social science, since it represents
a more general concept. Based on this relation, all the noun synsets form a tree-like
structure. An example of a small section of the WordNet database with respect to the
hyponym-hypemym order on nouns is shown in Figure 2.3.

. Science

Physics

i IGovernment

Figure 2.3 A WordNet Synset Tree Example
As WordNet provides a lexical database that maps words into synsets
semantically, it is widely used for sense-based projects. In the text classification area,
WordNet is also used to construct the document representation. With the help of
WordNet, Rodriguez et al. [1997] used the synonym and showed an improvement in
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classification accuracy on a collection of documents that appeared on Reuter’s newswire
in 1987 [Reuters-21578]. Scott and Matwin [1998] used both synonym and hypernym to
develop a hypernym density representation. Their experiments in three different testing
databases achieved a marginal improvement in accuracy.

2.4 Hierarchical Structure Information Propagation
Tree structures are used extensively nowadays to depict all kinds of taxonomic
information, such as the Yahoo category structure and the file management system in
Microsoft Windows [Microsoft], In this kind of application on a tree structure, the child
node is a subdivision of the parent node, which usually represents information that is
more general. Then, the information in the child node should also be considered as part of
the information of the parent node because of the parent-child relationship. For example,
if the parent node is “fruit,” then one of the children nodes can be “apple” because
“apple” is a subdivision of “fruit.” Then the information “green apple” existing in the
“apple” node should also be considered as information of the “fruit” node since “green
apple” is a “fruit.”
If the presence of the information in a child node can be represented by an
original weight, then one way to present the existence of this information in the parent
node is to assign a scale factor to the original weight and propagate it to the parent node.
The scale factor reflects the parent-child relationship. If an original weight is in each tree
node of a tree structure, then the propagated weight in the tree structure, which contains
the hierarchical information, can be estimated by propagating all the original weights
following the parent-child relationships from the leaf nodes to the root. The value is
called the propagated weight of the tree and is assigned to the root of the tree structure.
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Incorporating the structural information will improve the performance of text
classification as reported in Peng and Choi [2002], Mladenic [1998], and Koller and
Sahami [1998]. One of the solutions of capturing the category hierarchy information can
be found in Mladenic [1998]. She analyzes the Yahoo category structure and presents a
formula to assign scale factors for each category in the category hierarchy based on the
number of URLs in each category and the position of the category in the hierarchy. Then,
a recursive function is used to calculate the propagated weight of each keyword or
keyword sequence in each category. In this dissertation, we modify the algorithm to
capture the hierarchical information of a tree structure and apply it to constructing the
new semantic hierarchy representation. Details on the modified algorithm and
applications can be found in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.

2.5 Sense Disambiguation
WordNet can be used to map keywords to senses, but, unfortunately, many
English words do not have a one-to-one mapping between spelling and meaning
[Wnstats], The latest WordNet version 2.0 has 152,059 unique words and word
sequences. The number of words with more than one sense is 26,275 [Wnstats]. The
problem of automatically detecting the correct sense for a word form in a context is
called “word sense disambiguation” (WSD) as found in Yarowsky [1992], Agirre and
Rigau [1996], and Ganesh et al. [2004].
Searching for a good solution for word sense disambiguation seems to be a very
difficult task. Bar-Hillel [1960] even declares that the solution to determining the correct
sense of the word pen in the sentence “The box is in the pen” does not exist. Ide and
Veronis [1998] described the problem as Al-complete, which means that a problem can
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be solved only after resolving all the difficult problems in artificial intelligence (Al), such
as the representation of common sense and encyclopedic knowledge.
However, in the past two decades, with developments in several related areas such
as natural language processing (NLP), knowledge representation, text learning, and
information retrieval, the likelihood of finding a solution for the automatic word sense
disambiguation has become more probable [Ide and Veronis 1998], In the past ten years,
large amounts o f machine-readable text have been processed and become available
because the tremendous improvement in computer calculating power. With the help of
statistical methods developed in these ten years, more and more information about
regularities in this machine-readable text data is recognized. Therefore, attempts to
disambiguate word sense automatically have increased [Ide and Veronis 1998].
In general, the problem of word sense disambiguation can be classified into four
different strategies: Al-based, knowledge-based, corpus-based, and hybrid strategy.
The Al-based strategy became popular in the 1960’s [Quillian 1961, 1962], This
strategy takes natural language understanding as the first step and uses a large Al system
and many testing samples to model the syntax and semantics of human languages.
Inevitably, the knowledge sources required for Al-based systems should be done by
manpower [Waltz and Pollack 1985]. Therefore, most of the Al-based systems do not
have a satisfying disambiguation power, and the experiments are always limited to a
small context [Waltz and Pollack 1985], This limitation makes the application of Albased sense disambiguation in real text data very difficult.
In the knowledge-based approach, the disambiguation task is carried out by using
a knowledge base, or an explicit lexicon [Klavans et al. 1990], The lexicon may be a
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thesaurus, machine-readable dictionary, or even a handcrafted database. Many algorithms
have been implemented using existing lexical knowledge sources such as WordNet,
[Agirre and Rigau 1996, Resnik 1995], LDOCE [Cowis et al. 1992, Gutherie et al. 1991],
and Roget's International Thesaurus [Yarowsky 1992], When compared to the Al-based
strategies, this strategy automatically extracts information directly from those lexical
knowledge sources, avoiding the complex process of semantic rule analysis. This
advantage makes the knowledge-based approach one of the most popular approaches, as
seen in Ide and Veronis [1998], to word sense disambiguation.
The corpus-based approach obtains the sense information by applying a training
technique on some text data corpus, instead of getting it from the existing knowledge
base. The training corpus can be either a disambiguated or a raw corpus. In a
disambiguated corpus, each lexical item with several meanings is marked. A raw corpus
does not have this marked lexical item.

This approach requires more computation

resources than the knowledge-based approach, as seen in Levow [1997], because of the
training process.
The hybrid approach is a combination of knowledge-based and corpus-based
approaches. Luk's system [Luk 95] is a good example of this strategy. He collects the
textual definitions of senses from a machine-readable dictionary (LDOCE) to identify
relations between senses. He then calculates mutual information scores between these
related senses by training in a corpus. The score information is an indicator to discover
the most useful sense. As a result, the system uses the information in lexical resources as
a way of reducing the amount of text needed in the training corpus.
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2.6 Clustering Techniques
Clustering is the process of segmenting a set of objects into different subsets
whose members share the same character. A cluster is therefore a small set of objects
which are “similar” to all other objects within the cluster and are “dissimilar” to the
objects belonging to other clusters. Clustering techniques are widely used in the text
analysis domain to group similar text documents. The text clustering process includes
two steps: the first step is defining a measure to capture the relation between documents,
which we further describe in Section 2.6.1. The second step is applying a different
clustering algorithm based on a relation matrix of the chosen measure, which is presented
in Section 2.6.2.
2.6.1 Similarity Measures
An important component of a clustering task is the relation measure between data
points. For a clustering task on text documents, all the text documents are turned into a
vector form. According to this document representation, distance measure and similarity
measure are often used to capture the relation of two text documents.
For higher dimensional data, a popular measure is the Minkowski metric, as found
in Baez and Dolan [1995]. Let p be an integer, the p-norm between two vectors xi Xj is
denoted Dp, which can be calculated by Formula 2.1.
(
D p(x i x j

) =

n

Ik

U =i

\ ' p

)

)

Formula 2.1 The Minkowski Metric Formula
In Formula 2.1, xik

xjk are the k-th element of two vectors, n is the

dimensionality of the data, and the “|| ||” in the formula is the absolute value operation. As
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special cases, Euclidean distance is taken where p=2, while Manhattan metric has p —1.
However, no general theoretical guidelines have been developed for selecting a measure
for any given application [Baez and Dolan 1995].
Another popular measure of similarity for text clustering is the cosine of the angle
between two vectors xt x j . The cosine measure of two vectors is given by Formula 2.2.

S i m{ X: , x )

=

Formula 2.2 The Vector Similarity Formula
This cosine similarity does not depend on the lengths of the two vectors. In addition,
because of this property, samples can be normalized to the unit sphere for more efficient
processing, as pointed out in Dhillon and Modha [2001].
2.6.2 Clustering Algorithms
Clustering techniques can be broadly categorized into two classifications: nonhierarchical methods and hierarchical methods [Everitt et al. 2001; Jain et al. 1999]. The
major difference between them is whether they produce flat partitions or a hierarchy of
clusters. The k-means method is the most popular non-hierarchical clustering algorithm,
as it has O(n) time complexity in terms of the number of data points [Steinbach et al.
2000, Dhillon et al. 2001]. The k-means method assigns data points to clusters in such a
way that the mean square distance of points to the centroid of an assigned cluster is
minimized. The problem with the k-means method is that it is very sensitive to outliers as
pointed out in Choi and Yao [2004], The medoid-based method, on the other hand, solves
this problem by trying to find the most center points to represent clusters [Ng and Han
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1994]. But these methods have 0 ( n1) complexity, as pointed out by Berkhin [2002],
These two non-hierarchical clustering methods share some problems that need to be
considered. First, the results of these two methods are sensitive to the number of resulting
clusters and initial seeds. These two methods do not work well when clusters have either
a large variation in size or arbitrary shapes.
In hierarchical clustering, the data are not partitioned into a particular cluster in a
single step. Instead, this clustering method may run from a single cluster containing all
documents followed by a top-down divisive method or by using n clusters, each
containing a single object followed by an agglomerative method.

Hierarchical

agglomerative clustering (HAC) algorithms are more popular than the divisive ones. The
primary difference in HAC is the way that they compute the similarity (or distance)
between clusters [Jain et al. 1999; Strehl 2002; Karypis et al. 1999],
2.6.3 Clustering Quality Measures
In the information retrieval community, three standard measures are widely used
to judge the quality of a cluster: precision, recall, and FI-value. Precision is a measure of
the purity of the cluster, and recall is a measure of the completeness of the cluster
retrieval. To evaluate the clustering performance, a group of n documents, within which
m documents arefrom a certain defined category c, should be given. If the result of the
clustering is a clusterof k documents, inwhich I documents arefrom category c, then the
I
I
precision for this cluster is P = —, and the recall is R = — . The FI-value combines
k
m
precision and recall with equal weights into a single number, which is defined
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2 PR
as F1 = -------- . A clustering method that has a good performance will have a high value of
P +R
these three measures.
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CHAPTER 3

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION CONSTRUCTION

3.1 Introduction
For a classification system, a category hierarchy should be given as the first step.
Most of the category hierarchies are in a human-readable form. For an automatic
classification system, the information of the category hierarchy should be turned into a
machine-readable format. In order to extract the information of the category hierarchy,
three issues need to be considered: sources for category content information, category
representation, and category structure information.
The first issue determines the sources for generating content information for each
category. In many existing classification systems, such as Koller and Sahami [1998] and
Mladenic [1998], a set of example documents is used to generate the category
information. This method has two major problems. If a large number of examples is used,
because of the variety of the examples, the category description might contain a lot of
unrelated information. This results in a problem called information pollution. On the
other extreme, if only a small number of examples are used, the category description
might not have enough words or senses to cover the content of the category. This results
in another problem called insufficient information. For our sense-based classification
system, we use the synsets containing the category name as the main source to describe

24
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the category information. Then, the category name synsets are enriched by semantic
related synsets from WordNet. As a result, a category is turned into a group of synsets,
each of which is associated with a weight. Details on the process of describing a category
are provided in Section 3.2.
The second issue is choosing a machine-readable representation for the
information of each category. If senses are used to represent a document, the connection
between senses plays a key role in capturing the ideas in the document. Recent research
[Kehagias et al. 2001] shows that simply changing the keywords to senses (bag-of-sense)
without considering the relation between senses does not have a significant improvement
over the traditional keyword-based classification method. In some special cases, the
sense-based classification method performs worse than the keyword-based classification
method [Kehagias et al. 2001]. Differing from existing sense-based approaches, we
present an algorithm to construct a new sense-based representation called semantic
hierarchy representation in Section 3.3. This representation uses a formula to assign
different scale factors for each synset in the WordNet synset structure and captures the
synset hierarchy information between synsets by propagating the weight of each synset to
its hypernym synsets according to these scale factors.
The third issue is capturing the category hierarchy information. Most current
classification systems ignore the hierarchy information. As found in Peng and Choi
[2002], the information of the category/subcategory relations in the category hierarchy
will contribute to a better classification result. In order to capture the category hierarchy
information, the scale factor assigning and weight propagation formulas in Section 3.3
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are applied again on the category hierarchy. This process is described in detail in Section
3.4
When a predefined category hierarchy is given, we use the process in Figure 3.1
to generate the category description for our classification system.

For each category in the predefined category hierarchy
Generate the synsets for category from category name
Construct the sense-based representation for the category
Capture the hierarchical information by propagation
Figure 3.1 Pseudo Code for Category Description Construction

3.2 Generate the Synsets for Category from Category Name
We use a group of synsets to describe a category, and these synsets are extracted
from three resources: the synsets containing the name of the category, the meronym
synsets of the category name synsets, and synsets containing keywords from the
explanations of category name synsets and their meronyms. Among these synsets, the
category name synsets are assigned a weight of two because of the importance of these
senses. The weights of all other synsets are assigned as one. After the initial assigning of
weight for each synset, we then give a percentage to each synset based on its weight. The
algorithm is described in the pseudo code in Figure 3.2.
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Given category name, retrieve synsets containing the category name from WordNet.
Increase the weight of the synsets corresponding to the category name by two
For each of the synsets
Retrieve the keywords from the explanation of the category name synset
For each of the keywords
Retrieve the synsets containing the keyword
Increase the corresponding weight by one
Retrieve the meronyms of the synset
For each of the meronyms
Increase the weight of synset of the meronym by one
Retrieve the keywords from the explanation of the meronym
For each of the keywords
Retrieve the synsets containing the keyword
Increase the weight of the corresponding synset by one
Calculate the probability of each synset based on its weight
Figure 3.2 Pseudo Code for Generating Related Senses from Category Name
In the last step of the pseudo code, the probability (pi) is assigned to the i-th sense
according to the weight of each synset (w,) and the total number of synsets (n) by using
p

— A category now is represented by a weight distribution of noun synset

=
i- 1

hierarchy in WordNet.
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3.3 Construct the Representation for a Category
In this section, we develop a semantic hierarchy representation, which makes use
of the noun synset hierarchy provided in WordNet, for each category. In the last section,
a category is presented by a weight distribution of noun synsets in WordNet. In the
WordNet database, these synsets are organized into a tree structure by the hypemymhyponym relation. As mentioned in Section 2.4, if a distribution in a tree structure is
represented by an original weight in each tree node, then the propagated weight can be
calculated to capture the hierarchical information. Based on the research by Mladenic
[1998] on Yahoo category structure, we present the modified propagation method to
capture the information of noun synset hierarchy in the WordNet database by using a
weight propagation formula (Formula 3.1) and a scale factor assigning formula (Formula
3.2). After the propagation process, as described by pseudo code in Figure 3.3, the
category is turned into the semantic hierarchy representation, which is a propagated
weight distribution of noun synsets in WordNet.

For each synset from the category information
Calculate the propagated weight for the synset according to Formula 3.1
Figure 3.3 Pseudo Code for Representation Construction for Category
We consider the WordNet noun synset hierarchy as a tree T by taking each synset
as a tree node. A subtree TN, whose root node is tree node N, has k children nodes labeled
from Nj to W*. As a special case, when k=0, TN can be considered as a leaf node. TN has k
direct subtrees, whose root nodes are Nj to Nk correspondingly. SubN(Nj) is the direct
subtree rooted at child node Nj. Then, the probability associated with synset N after the
category description generation mentioned in Section 3.2 is treated as the original weight
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W(N). The propagated weight W ’(T^) for tree Tv is calculated using Formula 3.1(based
on Mladenic [1998]).

W ^ W i ^ a i N J ^ + j y i S u U N m S u U N ,) ,^ )
i=1

Formula 3.1 Formula for Propagated Weight Calculation on WordNet
Formula 3.1 is used recursively starting from the root N and stops in the leaf
nodes. In Formula 3.1, the propagated weight of the tree Tjvis composed by the original
weight of the root node multiplied by a scale factor a(N, TN) and the propagated weight of
each direct subtree multiplied by the corresponding scale factor (3(SubN(Ni),TN). These
two types of scale factors are calculated using the size of node N (Size(N)) and the size of
each direct subtree (Size(SubN(Ni))) following Formula 3.2. The size of node N is defined
as the number of synonyms within the synset corresponding to node N. Correspondingly,
Size(SubN(Ni)) is the number of synonyms within all the synsets in the subtree Sub^Mi) .
ln(1+5/ze

ln( 1 + Size ( N )) + £

(AA))

ln( 1 + Size ( Sub N ( N ,)))

1= 1

P (SubN (Af ),Tn ) ~

ln(l + Size(SubN(N j)))
ln(l + Size(N )) + ]jjT ln(l + Size(SubN (N i)))
/=!

Formula 3.2 Formulas for Assigning Scale Factors
As a simple demonstration of the propagated weight calculation process, a
simplified synset hierarchy in WordNet with the original weight and the size of each
synset is presented in Figure 3.4. The propagated weight in each node is calculated using
Formula 3.1 and Formula 3.2. Because the calculations on leaf nodes are simple and will
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be used for its upper level, we start the calculation from the bottom. The calculation
process and results are listed in Figure 3.5
------------------------------------------------------ subtreeTN: W ’( TN)

---------------------------------------

W (N)=0.2
Size(N) =100

Figure 3.4 A Simplified Synset Tree in WordNet
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L ea f

no d es:

W'{SubNf N xx)) = W{ Nlx) - 0.2
W (S u b N^(N X2)) = W{ NX2) = 0.2
W' (SubN( SN2)) = W ( N 2) = 0.3
Node

SN X:

a ( N x,TN ) =
ln^ + 5°)----------------= 0.4027
1 N'
ln(l + 50) + ln(l + 30) + ln(l + 10)
j3(SubN (N x2),Tn ) = --------------- ln(l + 10)----------------= 0.2456
N> 12 N'
ln(l + 50) + ln(l + 30) + ln(l + 10)
W '(SubN{N x)) = 0.40270^(77,) + 0.3517W( NX,) + 0.2456W (NX2)
= 0.1597
Node

N :

a ( N, T N) = ---------------ln(l + 120)
= 0.4097
w
ln(l +120) + ln(l + 90) + ln(l + 10)
fi(SubN( Nx),TN) = --------------- ln(l + 90)
= Q 3g^4
NK
NJ ln(l + 120) + ln(l + 90) + ln(l + 10)
f3(SubN(N 2),Tn ) =
¥ 1 + 10)---------------- = Q 2Q49
N 2 N
ln(l +120) + ln(l + 90) + ln(l +10)
W ’(Tn ) = 0.4097 W( N) + 0.3854W '(SubN (N x)) + 0.2049W '(SubN(N 2))
= 0.2050
Figure 3.5 An Example of the Propagated Weight Calculation

3.4 Capturing Category Hierarchy Information
If the category hierarchy is a tree structure, to capture the hierarchy information,
the category description of a category should be propagated to its parent category. After
the semantic hierarchy construction, a category is represented by a distribution of weight
in the WordNet synset hierarchy. As each category has the same representation, the
propagation process to capture the category hierarchy information can be accomplished
by propagating the weight of each synset in a category representation to the
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corresponding synset in the parent category following Formula 3.3. The propagation
process is listed as pseudo code in Figure 3.6.
For each category in the category hierarchy structure
For each synset from the semantic hierarchy representation of the category
Calculate the propagated weight for the synset according to Formula 3.3
Figure 3.6 Pseudo Code for Capturing Category Flierarchy Information
We consider the category hierarchy as a tree Tc rooted at C by taking each
category as a tree node. C has k children nodes labeled from Cj to C*. Tc has k direct
subtrees labeled Subc(Ci) to Subc(C0, whose root nodes are C; to C* correspondingly.
The weight associated with a synset N in category C after the semantic hiearchy
construction mentioned in Section 3.3 is treated as the original weight Wn(C). Then,
propagated weight W n’(Tc) for this synset in the semantic hiearchy in category C with
category hierarchy information is calculated using Formula 3.3.

Wn \Tc) = WN(C M C J c)+ jy A S u lt(C ,m S u lh ( C ,) ,T c )
i=1
Formula 3.3 Formula for Propagation on Category Hierarchy
Formula 3.3 is used recursively starting from the root C and stopping in the leaf
nodes. In Formula 3.3, the scale factor a(C, Tc) for tree node C and the scale factor
P(Subc(Ci),Tc) for a direct subtree are calculated by the size of node C (Size(C) ) and the
size of each direct subtree (Size(Subc(C,))) following Formula 3.4. The size of node C
can be defined according to different classification tasks, such as existing documents or
URLs within category C. Correspondingly, Size(Subc(Ci)) is the number of existing
documents or URLs within all the categories in the direct subtree Subc(Q) of C.
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„ (r
( C , r Q )\ CL

ln( 1+ Size

1

ln( 1 + Size ( C )) + ^

(C))

ln( 1 + Size ( Sub c ( C t )))

i=i
ln(l + Size(Subc (C;)))
A

^

c( Q

) ^ c) =
ln(l + Size(C)) + ^ ln(l + Size(Subc (C;)))
1=1

Formula 3.4 Formulas for Assigning Scale Factors in Category Hierarchy
The propagation process using Formula 3.3 and Formula 3.4 are applied on each
synset in the semantic hierarchy representation of category C to capture the category
hierarchy information of Tc. After all categories are processed in a similar way, each
category will have a new weight distribution on the WordNet synset hierarchy. This
weight distribution contains the category hierarchy information as well as the WordNet
synset hierarchy information. We use this semantic hierarchy representation for the
category hierarchy. This way, the category description hierarchy is established and ready
for classification purposes. Figure 3.7 gives an abstract view of the predefined category
description in a tree hierarchy after the category description construction described in this
section. Each category is represented by a semantic hierarchy according to the WordNet
structure, and the category hierarchy is another tree structure. The information of these
two hierarchical structures is captured by applying the propagation function on the weight
o f each synset in a category.
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Semantic
Hierarchy
Representation
Propagation on a Synset
to Capture the Category
Hierarchy Information

./ \

/

\

Figure 3.7 The Predefined Category Hierarchy
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CHAPTER 4

SEMANTIC HIERARCHY CLASSIFICATION

4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, the information of the category and the category hierarchy is
represented by semantic hierarchy representation. In this chapter, we focus on classifying
a document to the predefined category hierarchy. To classify a given document, the first
step is extracting the keywords from the document. We present a new keywords
extraction method in Section 4.2 for this purpose. In Section 4.3, a WordNet-based sense
disambiguation algorithm is introduced to select the correct synset for each keyword, and
the probability is then calculated. Then, in Section 4.4, based on these probabilities for
the disambiguated synsets, the document is turned into the semantic hierarchy
representation. We present the classification algorithm in Section 4.5. The similarity of
the document and each category is calculated. Then, we select the category with
maximum similarity as the category for the document. The whole process of the
classification algorithm is summarized in the pseudo code list in Figure 4.1.
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For each document
Extract keywords from the document
Sense disambiguation based on WordNet
Construct the Semantic hierarchy Representation on disambiguated senses
Classify the document based on the given category hierarchy
Figure 4.1 Pseudo Code for Classification Algorithm

4.2 Extract Keywords from a Document
In this section, we present a new approach to extract appropriate keywords from
documents. Our approach incorporates two additional steps that are ignored by all known
keyword extraction methods. As in Figure 4.3, the first step is segmenting the whole
document into smaller text units. A text unit can be a sentence or part of a sentence.
Details are provided in Section 4.2.1. The second step is to assign different weights to the
text unit. We realize that not all the text units are equally important. The content, HTML
tags, and URL of a text document might help in deciding a correct importance rate on
different text units and enabling the acquisition of a better document representation. In
Section 4.2.2, different types of text units are discussed, and weights are assigned
accordingly. The remaining two steps are to apply n-gram selection and stop words
removal on the text units. These steps are described in Section 4.2.3. The keywords
extraction process can be summarized by the pseudo code in Figure 4.3
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Text

Whole

Document

Text

Document
Segmentation

Step

Text units

Weight Assigning

Step 2

Text units with
weights

3-Gram Keyword
Extraction

Step 3

3-gram Keywords
Step 4
Keywords Stopping

Keywords
Keywords

Figure 4.2 Keywords Extraction Process

Segment a document to text unit
For each text unit in the document
Assign weight to the text unit
Apply the n-gram selection on the text unit
Remove stop words
Figure 4.3 Pseudo Code for Retrieving Keywords from a Document
4.2.1 Segment a Document
In order to segment a document to smaller units, we analyze the entire document
and find all the delimiters such as Y Y T

‘?’

Y Y and other delimiting symbols
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except spaces. Then, the text between two delimiters is considered as a text unit. In this
way, a document is turned into a number of smaller text units.
Segmenting the document will reduce the number of word sequences when
applying the n-gram selection because the words separated by a delimiter will not be
combined to form a word sequence. The second advantage is that segmenting the
document will reduce unrelated words. For example, a sentence fragment like “.. .spiders
are known world wide. The web of different kinds of spiders...” might contribute a word
sequence “World Wide Web” after removing stop word “the” and applying 3-gram
feature selection technique on the entire sentence. The problem is obvious that the topic
of the document is about insects and has nothing to do with the World Wide Web.
4.2.2 Assign Weiehts on Text Units
After the document is segmented to smaller text units, we need to recognize
different levels of importance between text units. A text unit is considered to be more
important in a text document, meaning that it can describe the main topic of the document
better. For example, the text units within the title line are usually considered more
important than those text units in the normal body text. The common way to specify
different importance of text units is by assigning higher weights to text units that are
more important. Several different sources of information within the text document itself
will help with assigning weights to different text units in a text document. To be more
specific, the information from document context, HTML tags, and URLs are three major
information sources that can be used to determine the weights for text units. We analyze
the text document and assign different weights listed in Table 4.1 according to different
types of text units.
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Table 4.1 Different Weights of Text Units
Weight assigned to text
unit
1
Normal body text
2
First and last paragraph of a document
2
Beginning sentence of a paragraph
Sentences with bonus words and indicator 3
phrases as pointed out in Paice [1990]
4
<title>
2
<H1>
1
<H2>
2
<EM>
3
<Strong>
3
<Meta >
4
URL
Text unit type

In Table 4.1, the weight of the normal body text is set to one. Then, based on the
research on text documents found in Paice [1990], we assign higher weights to three
types o f text units that are important in a text document. These three types of text units
are sentences using bonus words such as “greatest,” significant, or indicator phrases such
as “the main aim of,” “the purpose of,” sentences appearing at the beginning, or the last
paragraph of the document and sentences appearing at the beginning o f each paragraph.
The HTML tags also provide many clues about the importance of the text unit by
using different tags. Some tags are rather straightforward, such as <title> for title,
<hl>~<h6> to different kinds of headings, and <em> for emphasis. These HTML tags
can be used as importance indicator tags. The <meta> tag, on the other hand, is
“invisible” to users who read the web page in the browser, but is actually a good source
to extract important text units. Pierre [2000] has sampled nearly 20,000 web pages and
pointed out that about one third of the pages contain informative meta tags with forms
like <META NAME=”descnption" CONTENT="

"> or <META NAME="keywords"
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CONTENT="....

When some text is quoted by those importance indicator tags, or if

it is within the meta tag specified by the forms mentioned above, it can be considered as
an important part of the document and given a higher weight in Table 4.1.
We assign a higher weight to the text units within the URL, which is an
abbreviation o f Uniform Resource Locators as defined by [RFC 1738], A URL is the
simple and highly condensed way to provide information. When a web master names a
web site, he or she will tend to develop a name related to the content of the whole web
site. The path and file name part of a URL contains no special syntax. Since the path
structure and the naming of the path where the file resides are unlimited, people will use
the words that remind them of the file content to name the files and folders in order to
find the document easier. This fact provides a good base to identify the important words
that relate to the document. Once a keyword appears in a URL, the possibility of
classifying that URL to the related category is higher than those keywords shown in
HTML files. In order to employ this fact, the text unit in the URL are assigned a weight
of four as seen in Table 4.1.
4.2.3 Apply the n-Gram Selection and
Remove Stop Words
After segmenting a document to smaller units and weighting it accordingly, we
apply the 3-gram keywords selection and filter out the stop words on the text units. The
3-gram keywords selection extracts word sequences with i consecutive words from the
entire text unit during the i-th run, and the range of i is from 1 to 3. With the help of the
stop word list taken from lextek.com [lextek], we remove the stop words from the
keyword list as the last step of the keyword extraction process.
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4.3 Sense Disambiguation Based on WordNet
After keywords are extracted from a document that needs to be classified, the
synsets containing those keywords will be retrieved after mapping each of the keywords
to WordNet. As one word may have several meanings, one word may be mapped into
several synsets in the WordNet database. In this case, we need to determine which
meaning is being used, which is a problem with sense disambiguation. Because a
sophisticated solution for sense disambiguation is usually expansive, we present a naive
approach based on WordNet.
Our sense disambiguation method consists of four passes. In the first pass, a
keyword / is simply mapped into synsets that contain f and the weights of these synsets
will be increased by one unit. In the second pass, for each of the synsets containing/ we
add one unit to the weights of the hyponym synsets and hypemym synsets. The third pass
is to repeat pass one and pass two for each of the keywords in the keyword list needing to
be disambiguated. This pass will cause overlapping, which is represented by the value of
weight for each synset. The last pass is to check all the synsets associated with / and
select the synset containing/w ith the highest weight as the most relevant one. If all the
synsets of a word have equal weight, with the help of the sense ordering in WordNet, we
select synset number one, which represents the most often-used synset of the keyword.
The pseudo code is listed in Figure 4.4
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For each keyword in the keyword list
Map this keyword to synsets by WordNet
For each synset containing this keyword
Increase the weight of this synset by one
Retrieve the hypemym and hypemym synsets of current synset
For each synset in the hypemym and hypemym synsets
Increase the weight of this synset by one
For each keyword in the keyword list
Select the synset with maximum weight as the disambiguated synset.
For each disambiguated synset
Calculate the probability for this synset by occurrences

Figure 4.4 Pseudo Code for Sense Disambiguation
As a simple example (Figure 4.5), suppose two keywords /

and / need to be

disambiguated. For the first pass, suppose the keyword / ; is mapped into synset A and B.
As seen in Figure 4.5a, the weights in synsets A and B are increased by one, which is the
number within the parentheses. In the second pass, because R is the hypemym of both A
and B, the weight of R is increased by two. D and E are the hyponym synsets of B, so the
weights of D and B are increased by one in Figure 4.5b. Then, f 2 is processed in a manner
similar to that shown in Figure 4.5c. The last step (Figure 4.5d) is checking the most
related synsets for / ; and f 2. As a result, synset B, which has higher weight compared to A,
is chosen for/; and synset E is chosen for f 2.
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B (1)

A(l)

fj
(a) Step 1: Word f , is mapped to the synsets in WordNet

R (2)

A (1)

B (1)

D (1)

E(l)

(b) Step 2: Increase the weights o f hypemyms and hyponyms
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R(3)

B (2)

A (1)

C(l)

D (1)
E(2)

(c) Step 3: Weight distribution after f 2 is processed

Root (3)

A (1)

B (2)

C(l)

D (1)
E (2)

(d) Step 4: Picking synset with maximum weight for each keyword
Figure 4.5 An Example of the Sense Disambiguation Method
After the sense disambiguation method mentioned above, for a document, each
keyword is mapped into a single synset in the WordNet database, and the number of
occurrences for each keyword is recorded. Figure 4.6 shows the simple example of a
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document containing only two keywords / / and ( 2 - The number of occurrences for each
keyword is displayed in the brackets.

Document Keywords:
fi[l]

R[0]

A [0]

B [1]

D [0]

C [0]

E[l]

Synsets in WordNet

Figure 4.6 Mapping the Keywords to Synsets
As the last step, we calculate the probability of each synset by dividing the
number of occurrences of this synset into the total number of occurrences of all the
synsets. For example, the document shown in Figure 4.6 will be represented by two
synsets, E and B, with a probability of 0.5 each.
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4.4 Constructing the Semantic Hierarchy Representation
After the disambiguated sense mapping process, a document is represented by a
list of synsets associated with a probability. These synset probabilities are calculated
merely from the occurrences of the document keywords; therefore, these synset
probabilities do not contain any information on the relationships between synsets. In
Section 3.3, we describe a way of turning a group of synsets describing the category into
the semantic hierarchy representation construction. Similar to the semantic hierarchy
construction for category, we defined the original weight for each synset as the
probability obtained in Section 4.3. Then, Formula 3.1 and Formula 3.2 are applied to
calculate the propagated weights of each synset accordingly. After the propagation
process, the document is represented in a distribution of propagated weights in the noun
synset hierarchy of WordNet, which is the semantic hierarchy representation.

4.5 Classifying a Document
To classify a document, we calculate the similarity of the document to each
category and select the category with maximum similarity for the document. Figure 4.7
lists the pseudo code for the classification algorithm.
Given a document in semantic hierarchy representation
For each category in the category hierarchy
Calculate the similarity of the category and the document
Classify the document to the category with the maximum value
Figure 4.7 The Classification Algorithm in Pseudo Code
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To evaluate the similarity Sim(ck,d) between the k-th category c* in a category
hierarchy C and a document d having semantic hierarchy representation, we use the
similarity measure listed in Formula 4.1.

Sim(d,ck) =

1=1
V i=i

r
Vi=o

Formula 4.1 The Similarity Measure of a Document and a Category
In Formula 4.1, n is the number of synsets in the WordNet noun database (currently n=
79,689 [wnstat]). Ck,i and di are defined as the propagated weights of the corresponding
synset I in the semantic hierarchy representation of the document and category,
respectively. Then, after checking all the categories in the category hierarchy C, the
document d is classified to the category cmax, which has the maximum similarity value
with the document, as in Formula 4.2.
Sim{cnm, d) = Max(Sim(ck, d))
ct S C

Formula 4.2 Choosing the Maximum Similarity

4.6 Algorithm Analysis
We used Figure 4.8 to illustrate the presented semantic hierarchy classification
method, which includes three processes: sense disambiguation, semantic hierarchy
construction, and document classification. We define the comparing operation on a
keyword or a synset as the basic operation.
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Sense
Disambiguation

Keywords

Keywords for
Document

Synsets for
Document
Propagation on
Semantic Relations

Document
Representation

Defined
Category Set

Classification
Result

Classification

Figure 4.8 The Semantic Hierarchy Classification Algorithm
In the sense disambiguation process, let the number of keywords in a document be
k and the maximum number of the hypemyms and hyponyms for a synset in the WordNet
database be h. The worst case complexity for sense disambiguation is then h times k. As h
is a constant number, so the complexity for the sense disambiguation is O(k).
In the semantic hierarchy construction process, the worst case happens when these
k keywords are mapped to the synsets that are in the deepest level in WordNet. Suppose
the maximum number of levels of the synset hierarchy in WordNet database is v; then,
each of them needs to be propagated by v times, and v is a constant, so the worst case
complexity for this process will be O(k).
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In the classification process, let the number of noun synsets in WordNet be n;
then, the complexity of calculating the similarity of a category and a document will be
O(n). Suppose the predefined category hierarchy contains u categories; then, in order to
get a classification result for the document, we have to compare the document to u
categories in the worst case, which causes the worst case complexity for the classification
process to be 0(un).
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CHAPTER 5

CATEGORY EXPANSION BY CLUSTERING

5.1 Introduction
When the number o f web pages that need to be classified grows, in order to
achieve a better performance, the category hierarchy must necessarily develop more
classes to accommodate all the pages. In order to achieve this goal, we use a new
clustering approach that focuses on extracting similar web pages within a category to
generate a new subcategory.
In Section 5.2, we present a category-based clustering algorithm to create
additional categories when needed. Then, in Section 5.3, we provide a way to describe
the new category. We generate a representation for the newly created category. This
representation is based on the semantic hierarchy representation. We also provide a way
to name the category in this section. The detailed process of each section is described in
Figure 5.1
5.2 Category-based Clustering Method
In this section, we describe a category-based clustering method for creating a new
category. The solution for creating a new category will be clustering a group of
documents that are similar to each other while different from the category. For this
purpose, we present the category-based clustering method. We also develop a new
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similarity measure, which is called the category-based clustering score (CBCS), by
measuring the similarities between documents as well as the distinction from the category.
Then, a maximum spanning tree method is applied to obtain a cluster based on these
scores. The process is listed as pseudo code in Figure 5.2.
Category

No

Yes
Is Expansion
Needed?

Calculate Pair Wise Similarity
among Documents within the
Category.

Calculate Category Document Similarity
for Each Document.

STOP

Naming the New Category

Generating New Category
Representation

Generate Category-Based Clustering
Score Matrix.

Maximum Spanning
Tree Clustering

Section 5.3
Section 5.4

Figure 5.1 Category-Based Clustering Algorithm
In a category c, let D be a set of m documents, we construct an m by m matrix.
The value in the i-th row and j-th column is the category-based clustering score of
document c/, and dj. The similarity Sim(di,dj) for two documents di and dj is calculated by
Formula 5.1. Let Sim(ditc) be the similarity of a document di to the category c. The
similarity is calculated following Formula 5.2. After all the similarities between the
category and the documents are calculated, we extract the minimum category-document
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similarity Mm(Sim(dk ,c))

Then, the category-based clustering score between the

documents c/; and dj with respect to category c is defined as S(di,dj,c )'m Formula 5.3. In
Formulas 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, n is the total number of all the synsets in the semantic
hierarchy representation. These synsets are labeled from 1 to n.

Retrieve category information
For each documents in the category that need to be expanded
Calculate the similarity between the document and the category
For each pair of documents in the category that need to be expanded
Calculate the similarity between two documents by Formula 5.2
Calculate the category-based clustering score for the pair of documents by
Formula 5.3
Use maximum spanning tree for clustering
Name the new cluster
Figure 5.2 The Category-Based Clustering Algorithm

Formula 5.1 Similarity of Two Documents
n

Z ( V ,)

Formula 5.2 Similarity of a Document with a Category
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Sim ( d i , d j )
S ( d i , d j , C ) —-

(Sim ( d i , c ) + S i m ( d j , c ) .
Min ( Sim { d k , c ))

)

d k <zD

Formula 5.3 CBC Score of Document di dj in Category c
To avoid the division by zero error in Formula 5.3, our system ensures that a
document dj will not be put into a category c if the similarity is zero. Because of this, the
minimum similarity value Mm{Sim(dk,c) is larger than zero. To another extreme, if the
case that Sim(dirc) =1 happens, which means that document dt is equal to the category
description, then document d( should remain in the original category and, therefore,
excluded for the clustering process.
We modify a maximum spanning tree clustering algorithm, as found in Asano et
al. [1988], and apply it in our clustering process. In order to retrieve a cluster of
documents that meets the requirement for category expansion, we treat each document as
a vertex in a graph. The weight for each edge of the graph connecting two vertexes is
defined as the category-based clustering score between the two documents represented by
the vertex.
The clustering algorithm starts by picking the edge with a maximum weight.
The two vertices connected by this edge form the initial cluster. Then, the growth of the
cluster follows the rules listed below:
(1) Select the edge that has the maximum weight between a clustered and non
clustered vertex.
(2) Add the selected edge and non-clustered vertex to the cluster.
(3) If the stopping criteria are met, stop clustering; else go to step (1).
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Generally, at least two ways to stop the clustering process are possible. The first
one is setting a threshold for the similarity. This approach usually calculates the average
similarity of all the documents within the newly created cluster and chooses a threshold
to stop clustering when the similarity is below the threshold. The other way is by limiting
the size of the cluster. When the number of the documents in the cluster reaches the
threshold, we stop the clustering algorithm. We choose to use the size threshold. For
experimental purposes, we have chosen several different cluster sizes to test the
performance of this category-based clustering method, and the results of these
experiments are presented in Chapter 6.

5.3 Generating a Representation for New Category
The way to generate the representation for the new category is by incorporating
the information from all the clustered documents.
Let q be the number of documents in the new category. Each of the documents is
in a semantic hierarchy representation, which has n synsets labeled from 1 to n. The
semantic hierarchy representation for a new category is generated with two steps. In the
first step, the weight w f for each synset i in the semantic hierarchy for the new category
is created by summing the propagated weights w P of corresponding synsets in each of
the clustered documents according to Formula 5.4.

< = 2 > , ai
j =i
Formula 5.4 The Sum of m Propagated Weights
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The second step is normalizing the weight of each synset in the new semantic hierarchy
representation according to the formula w (. ' ' =

Zi

wi

'

After the new category is created, the name is necessary for referencing the new
category. As the final step, we select the first word in the synset with the highest weight
of the new category representation as the category name.

5.4 Algorithm Complexity
In order to analyze the computational complexity of the category-based clustering
algorithm, we define a basic operation as the comparing operation on documents. Let m
be the number of documents in the category that need to be expanded. To calculate the
pairwise document similarities, we need to compare m(m-l)/2 times. The complexity for
this step is 0(m 2). Computing the similarity between a category and each document
requires m comparison; therefore, the complexity will be 0(m). In order to calculate the
category-based clustering score for each pair of documents, we use the similarity of this
pair of documents as well as two similarities of these two documents to the category,
respectively. Because the category-based clustering score matrix is an m by m matrix, we
need to have m category-based clustering scores. The complexity for constructing this
matrix is then 0(m2). The last step is clustering documents using a maximum spanning
tree algorithm. Considering each time one document is included into the cluster, the
complexity for the maximum spanning tree is O(m). So, the overall complexity of the
category-based clustering method is 0(m 2).
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CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this chapter, we design experiments to test the methods related to the semantic
hierarchy classification system. The experiments in Section 6.1 are designed for selecting
sources to represent the category. In Section 6.2, experiments are designed to evaluate the
performance of the classification system in a category system. In Section 6.3, we
compare our classification method with other related classification methods by using the
information in two categories of Usenet. Finally, in Section 6.4, two experiments are
designed to test the category-based clustering algorithm for category expansion.

6.1 Experiment on Sources for Category
We use a section of Yahoo’s [Yahoo] category system as the test base to conduct
the first experiment. The structure of the categories is shown in Figure 6.1. In this
experiment, the impact of using two different sources to describe the category description
is tested: the first source, as found in Labrou and Finin [1999], is using the keywords of
the summaries and titles (ST) for the web pages provided in Yahoo categories. The other
source to describe the category is using category names and meronyms (NM) as
described in Chapter 3.

56
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Mathematics
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Space

Social Science

Communications

Psychology
Linguistics

Figure 6.1 Yahoo Category Structure Used for the Experiment
To compare the two different sources describing the category, we use 200 pre
classified web pages taken from the two-level category hierarchy in Yahoo’s structure.
These web pages are then sent to the semantic hierarchy classification with two
difference sources. The results of the experiments are listed in Table 6.1, Figure 6.2, and
Figure 6.3. Labels in Table 6.1 are defined as follow: Correct stands for the result that a
web page is classified to the category where it is taken. Not Deep Enough (NDE) means a
web page is classified to the parent category of its original category. On the other hand, if
the classification result for a web page is the child category of the original category, it is
called Expanded. The category hierarchy is a two-level hierarchy. In the levels where the
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misclassified cases occur, we label them with Error in different levels. For example, if a
web page, originally taken from the Biology under Science category, is classified to any
subcategory within Social Science, this error is called Error in 1st Level. If a web page is
classified to any other subcategory within the Science category this error is called Error
in 2nd Level.
Table 6.1 Classification Results on Hierarchy Category Structure in Number
NM

ST
Error in 1st Level

29

20

Error in 2nd level

109

42

Expanded

2

0

Not Deep Enough (NDE)

26

76

Correct

34

62

Heirarchical Category Structure Classification Result

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

1st-Err
2nd-Err
Expanded
NDE
Correct

20 %

10%
0%

ST

NM
Results

Figure 6.2 Classification Results on Hierarchical Category Structure in Percentage
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Figure 6.3 Error Rates on Hierarchical Category Structure in Percentage
In this experiment, we are most concerned about the result that is indicated as
“Correct.” The experiment shows that our method of using the name of the category and
meronyms (NM) performs better than the existing method (ST).

6.2 Comparison on Keyword-Based Classification
To evaluate our semantic hierarchy classification system, we design an
experiment in this section to compare it with an existing keyword-based classification
system presented in our earlier paper [Peng and Choi 2002]. Ten categories from the
Yahoo Category Structure [Yahoo] are chosen for testing purposes as listed in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 Category Setting of One Level Category Experiment
Categories

URLs

Health
Science
Government
Business
Education
Movies
Art
Religion
Sports
Social Science

http://dir.Yahoo.com/Health/
http://dir.Yahoo.com/Science/
http ://dir. Y ahoo .com/Government/
http ://dir.Y ahoo .com/Business_and_Economy/
http ://dir.Y ahoo .com/Education/
http ://dir.Y ahoo.com/Entertainment/Mo v i e s a n d F ilm/
http ://dir.Y ahoo.com/Arts/
http://dir.Yahoo.com/Society and_Culture/Religion_and_Spirituality/
http://dir.Yahoo.com/Recreation/Sports/
http://dir.Yahoo.com/Social_Science/
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Although the system has ten categories, the testing examples are web pages taken
from six of the Yahoo categories mentioned on Table 6.2: Science, Business,
Government, Religion, Sports, and Social Science. The remaining four categories, Art,
Health, Movie, and Education, are used only to increase the difficulty of the classification
task. We randomly selected fifty web pages from each of the six categories, and Figure
6.4 records the experiment results from two classification systems.

80
70
60
50
GtU
Science

Business

Government

Religion

Sports

Social
Science

B Keyword

72

56

54

42

50

54

■ Sense

78

58

56

44

48

60

Figure 6.4 Results for Accuracy of One Level Category Hierarchy Experiment
The classification results are provided in Figure 6.4. Based on the results, the
sense-based classification shows a 6% improvement in both the Science category and the
Social Science category. In Business, Government, and Religion categories, the
classification results show an improvement of only 2%. Especially in the Religion
category, using keyword-based classification produces a better performance.
The reason for these results might be that some of the keywords for describing the
categories are proper names, such as web site names or brands. However, those names
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are not in the WordNet database and are omitted by the sense-based classification system.
The absence of these keywords reduces the accuracy of the sense-based classification.

6.3 Comparison of Other Sense-Based Classification Systems
In this section, we design another experiment to compare our semantic hierarchy
classification system with other sense-based classification systems. Usenet is a discussion
system, which consists of a set of "newsgroups" with names that are classified
hierarchically by subject. Different terminology, varied in topic and special writing style,
makes the classification task on Usenet very difficult. Scott and Matwin [1998]
performed an experiment on two news groups in Usenet: bionet.microbiology and
bionet.neuroscience. They compared the sense-based classification system using
“hypemym density” with the existing keyword-based classification using “Bag of
Words” and shows little improvement. For comparison, we choose the same newsgroups
to test the semantic hierarchy classification system.
We obtain our testing examples from Usenet by using the Google Groups website
[Google Groups]. At the date of our experiment, approximately 21,000 postings are in the
bionet.microbiology newsgroup and 34,700 postings in the bionet.neuroscience news
group. We randomly select 217 postings (98 in microbiology and 119 in neuroscience)
from two newsgroups as the testing example. The testing results of our “Semantic
Hierarchy” (SH) classification system are summarized in Figure 6.5. The experimental
results of using “Bag-of-Words” (BOW) and “Hypemym Density” (HD) classification
systems are taken from Scott and Matwin [ 1998]. ■
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Figure 6.5 Comparisons on Accuracy Rates in Usenet Newsgroups
From Figure 6.5, we can see that our semantic hierarchy classification system
achieves a highest accuracy rate of 77.46% while the other two systems only achieve
accuracy rates at around 63%. The improvement of the semantic hierarchy system is
more than 13%.

6.4 Experiment on Category-Based Clustering
In this section, the performance of the category-based clustering is tested. For
testing purposes, we use the Science category and six subcategories (Agriculture,
Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry, Computer, Mathematics, and Space) in Yahoo as the
predefined category hierarchy. The testing examples are web pages taken from another
category, Physics, which are not in the original category hierarchy. The category
hierarchy as well as the additional testing category are listed on Figure 6.6. We design a
set of experiment to test the performance of the category-based clustering algorithm in
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section 6.4.1. In section 6.4.2, another set of experiments is designed to test the
effectiveness of the representation of a newly created category.

Science
/■

r

>

Agriculture

Astronomy

Biology

Chemistry

Computer

Mathematics

r

f
r

Space
, -

_________ __

Figure 6.6 Category Setting for Category-Based Clustering
6.4.1 Clustering Performance
To evaluate the clustering performance, we compare the category-based clustering
score (Formula 5.3) with the similarity measure (Formula 5.1) that does not take
advantage o f the category information. We randomly select 100 web pages taken from
the category “Physics,” as the testing examples, because the “Physics” category is not
contained in the original predefined category hierarchy. The best place to host all of these
testing examples is in the “Science” category. We use the semantic hierarchy
classification system to classify these web pages, and 70 web pages are found in the
expected “Science” category. The rest of the testing examples are misclassified to other
categories originally in the system. Then, these 70 web pages, combined with the 76 web
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pages predicted “not deep enough” in the experiment of Section 6.1, are used to test the
category-based clustering method.
The results are shown in Figures 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9 concerning three different
clustering performance measures: precision, recall and the Fl-value. We compare the
category-based clustering (CBC) method with the method that uses only similarities
between web pages (SIM) and set the thresholds according to the cluster size. The seven
results are taken at points with the cluster sizes of 40, 60, 80, 90, 100, 110, and 120.

60.00% 58.00% 56.00% 54.00% - 52.00% 50.00% -

m ______

48.00%
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fe7 42.50%
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Figure 6.7 Comparisons of Precision Results of Two Cluster Measures
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Figure 6.8 Comparisons of Recall Results of Two Cluster Measures
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Figure 6.9 Comparisons of FI Value Results of Two Cluster Measures
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From the testing results in Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8, and Figure 6.9, we can see that
the category-based clustering measures have a better performance with an average
improvement of around 3% in these three clustering measures.
To evaluate the performance of the category-based clustering method further, we
conduct another experiment using the “Geography” category in Yahoo. Similar to the
experiment on Physics, we test 100 web pages randomly selected from the “Geography”
category and discover that there are 62 web pages classified to “Science.” Then, we apply
the category-based clustering method and the method that uses only similarities between
web pages on a total number of 138 web pages (62 web pages that are classified to
Science and 76 that predicted “not deep enough” in the experiment of Section 6.1). The
thresholds are set according to the cluster size. Table 6.3 records the precision values
concerning the difference of the two measures. The precision values are recorded at
points with the cluster sizes of 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100.
Table 6.3 Results of Precision of Two Methods in Geography Category
Cluster size

Precision SIM

Precision CBC

40

70%

82.5%

50

74%

84%

60

75%

78.33%

70

67.14%

70%

80

58.75%

61.25%

90

57.78%

60%

100

53%

54%
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The results in Table 6.3 show that the CBC method out-performs the SIM method
in all testing points. The average improvement of using CBC method in this experiment
is about 5%.
6.4.2 Tests on Effectiveness for
New Category Representation
We have designed the following experiment to test the effectiveness of the
presented method of generating representation for the new category. After the clustering,
the new category “Physics” is added to the classification system. We use 60 testing web
pages in this experiment. In the testing web pages, 30 web pages are the misclassified
web pages (M30) in the Physics category before the category is added. The other 30 web
pages are randomly selected from the existing categories in the original category
hierarchy (R30). Results of this experiment are listed in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4 Testing of Effectiveness of the Newly Generated Category Information
Correct Classification Result

Wrong Classification Result

Accuracy

M30 29

1

96.67%

R30

7

76.67%

23

From the results in Table 6.4, the presented method of generating the
representation shows high effectiveness with an average accuracy of over 85%.
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND PROSPECTS

7.1 Summary
This dissertation presents a system that automatically classifies documents based
on the meanings of words and the semantic relationships between these meanings. To
classify a document, the system extracts keywords occurring in the document and maps
them to synsets defined in the WordNet database after sense disambiguation. The original
weight of each synset is calculated and then propagated to its related synsets according
to the sematic hierarchy in WordNet. After propagation, the semantic hierarchy
information provided by WordNet is captured by a distribution of propagated weights on
the synsets, which is a new semantic hierachy document representation. The
classification algorithm is based on the similarity of a document and a category in the
same document representation. A document needing to be classified is then compared to
all the categories. The category with the most similarity to the document is chosen as the
host for the document. Comparing to previous experiments on the Usenet data, the
semantic hierarchy classification approach increases the classification accuracy by 13%.
The experimental results of selecting different sources for a category in Yahoo
indicate that using difference sources for a category has a significant effect on the overall
accuracy of the semantic hierarchy classification system. In particular, the method of

68
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using the name of the category and its meronyms achieves a significant improvement
compared to the related method of using the title and the description of the category.
However, we should point out that this result reflects the specific need for the semantic
hierarchy classification and may not be applicable for other systems that do not take
advantage of word senses.
The system also addresses the problem of having a fixed number of categories,
which is ignored by most classification systems, and provides a solution by using a
category-based clustering method. When a category expansion is needed, pair wise
similarities of the documents as well as the similarities of each document to the category
are calculated. Then, these two kinds of similarities are used to calculate category-based
clustering scores. Based on the scores, a maximum spanning tree algorithm is applied to
capture the document cluster that is far from the category. Comparing with the method
using normal similarity measure, the category-based clustering method performs better in
three key factors of clustering: precision, recall, and FI measure. The highest
improvement, which is more than 7%, appears in recall in our experiment.

7.2 Future Study and Prospects
This dissertation provides a way for the future of applying semantics for
classifications. It also shows that relationships between groups of meanings or concepts
are promising sources for mining semantic information from documents. Much future
w ork can be done in this direction on the m ove to the future o f a sem antic inform ation

age. For semantic classification, we are expecting the following future advances:
•

An extension to use verbs, adverbs, and adjectives provided by the WordNet
database, in addition to using nouns.
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•

An improvement in hierarchical classification using semantics.

•

Classification on file formats other than text, for example jpeg files, swf files, and
gif files by obtaining the content by machine in text form.

•

An extension to multilingual systems by using different language versions of
WordNet.
This dissertation also provides a new way of combining text classification and

clustering. It challenges the idea of using clustering for classification and shows that
classification can also help clustering for some special purposes. The future expectation
would be the full discovery of the tight relationship between these two areas. The fact
that classification will reduce the data size might be the key to applying a better
clustering algorithm in the future. In addition, this clustering result will, in turn, benefit
the area of classification by generating a more precise category description.
Finally, because the information online is growing rapidly and most of the
information is not organized into meaningful categories, information retrieval is difficult.
Classification on Internet resources is a good way to make users retrieve useful
information easily. This dissertation provides a starting point for the coming
classification standard. Applying the hierarchical structure as well as the dynamic
growing mechanism in classification will help the development of the Internet in the
future.
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